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Entering the darkened Pavilion Gallery, one encounters an illuminated glass room made up from dozens of ashen plant remnants collected from Japan and Portland Japanese Garden. Simultaneously scientific and ethereal, the delicate impressions encourage viewers to recall memories that might arise from the remains. Many of the plants were selected from the detritus of our gardeners' labors, as they trained, pruned and tended to the grounds. Their work ensures that Portland Japanese Garden continues to thrive for generations, while Sasaki's artwork encases and preserves the last physical traces of those carefully nurtured plants.

SUBTLE INTIMACY: HERE AND THERE
PAVILION GALLERY
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AMAYADORI
OUTDOOR INSTALLATION

Rain has fascinated Sasaki for as long as she can remember. Sasaki's Amayadori, Japanese for “taking shelter from rain” includes transparent glass stringers that are almost invisible and yet, when they catch the sunlight, the eye is drawn to an area of empty space that many people may overlook. Sasaki reveals, “Nature itself is so beautiful and dynamic that artwork can’t win. But if you put a humanmade object, art, in nature, you might see something else that you never noticed before.”

INSIDE THE KILN
CALVIN AND MAYHO TANABE GALLERY

Learn more about the process behind the artwork on display through a timelapse video created by Bullseye Glass Co. This installation also features small-scale works by Rui Sasaki.